Okonjima Fast Facts

INTRODUCTION
West of the Waterberg Plateau Park, vast plains are occasionally broken by
remnants of ancient sandstone outcrops, which once covered large areas of northern
Namibia.
Nestled among the Omboroko Mountains, in a Malaria-free area, lies Okonjima – a
Herero name meaning “Place of the baboons”.
Okonjima is a family-run business. Wayne, Donna and Rosalea Hanssen, who coown and live on the property, bought Okonjima from their parents, Val and Rose, in
1993, and turned the then cattle farm into a conservation project. Okonjima is so
much more than simply an African safari lodge. It is also home to The AfriCat
Foundation, which was established when Chinga the Cheetah was bought by the
Hanssen’s at a cattle auction and given a home on Okonjima.
AfriCat became internationally renowned after featuring in an award-winning
Discovery Channel documentary filmed in 1995 and 1996.
AfriCat and Okonjima have dedicated their efforts to rescuing carnivores from
inhumane conditions, taking care of those that are too injured to be set free, and
have rehabilitated and released more than 1 080 large carnivores since 1993.
Today, AfriCat’s emphasis lies with ensuring the long-term survival of Namibia’s
large carnivore species through environmental education, research and by mitigating
human-wildlife conflict. In this way, AfriCat contributes to habitat and wildlife
conservation, as well as uplifting affected farming communities.
Namibia is home to the world’s largest wild and free-roaming cheetah population.
Due to commercial farming and urbanisation encroaching on wild habitats, cheetahs
and leopards often roam on the 7 000-odd commercial farms found in the country.
These large carnivores occasionally prey on the livestock and are trapped and
sometimes killed by the livestock and game farming community.
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AfriCat is also a safe refuge for the large number of captive cats and carnivores that
are no longer wanted by other establishments. Cheetah, leopard, lion, caracal, wild
dog and hyaena are rescued, researched and rehabilitated by AfriCat.
The pressure on our wildlife grows daily. Where can one find a truly wild place,
where the elephant can roam, the lion roar, and the cheetah hunt freely with no
threat from humans? Through education and human-wildlife conflict mitigation, The
AfriCat Foundation believes that little by little the battle can be won.
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OKONJIMA CONSERVATION VISION
Our dream is to turn our 55 000-acre nature reserve that was once denuded
farmland, back to its natural state, last seen 200 years ago. This dream must be
sustainable and must benefit local communities for it to survive the tide of change in
Africa.
This ongoing project, headed by the Hanssen Family, is close to removing the
majority of internal fences, manages water resources and hides, has opened new
bush roads and is removing undesirable vegetation as part of its debushing efforts.
Both Okonjima and AfriCat are dedicated to creating conservation awareness
through environmental education, preserving habitat, promoting research, and the
rehabilitation of captive carnivores.
Tourism and wildlife conservation is one of the most compatible relationships in
Africa.
Okonjima’s lodges and The AfriCat Foundation have embraced tourism as both a
conservation strategy and sustainable business model. This close relationship has
resulted in the creation of a 50 000-acre (220km²) reserve, providing refuge for some
of Namibia’s most vulnerable carnivores as well as a platform for environmental
education and funding for relevant conservation activities.
Remember that in 2050 most large cat species in Africa will survive ONLY where
people CHOOSE to tolerate them!
Until we meet,
BEST REGARDS FROM THE HANSSEN FAMILY & OKONJIMA TEAM
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NO HUMAN-WILDLIFE CONTACT
An increasing number of lodges and volunteer programmes keep cheetahs, leopards
and other wild animals in captivity, under the pretence of conservation, for the
entertainment of their guests. Walking with cheetahs and lions, touching and
cuddling cubs, or any direct human-animal contact is unnatural and often results in
poor living conditions when compared to the wild, as well as unnecessary stress
being placed on the animals, or possible links to the canned hunting trade. Revenue
earned through showcasing and interacting with these captive cheetahs rarely goes
back into conservation and the growing practice of catching wild cheetahs is
threatening the numbers of wild populations.
Okonjima supports the conservation of wild animals in their NATURAL HABITAT and
has rehabilitated 86% of the animals that have come through The AfriCat
Foundation. Those that sadly cannot be rehabilitated for various reasons are looked
after in humane manner that does not involve any direct interactions with humans.
They become The AfriCat Foundation’s educational species ambassadors.
THE AFRICAT FOUNDATION has also adopted a large number of unwanted
cheetahs, when lodge owners or farmers decide they are no longer worth keeping.
It is Okonjima’s long-term aim to encourage the viewing of large carnivores on safari
and in the wild, rather than in a captive environment.
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OKONJIMA ANIMAL WARNING
-

Under NO circumstances should animals be fed, except for birds where bird
seeds are provided at The Villa, Bush Suite and Bush Camp.

-

Food left in the open can cause problems with baboons, badgers, mice, etc.

-

If baboons are fed or food is readily available, they develop bad habits and
will often attack humans if they don’t get or find more food. Sadly, they often
have to be put down as a result.

-

Okonjima has never had problems with baboons or other wild animals
scavenging for food around our lodges and we hope that with your help we
can keep it that way.

-

All restaurant left-overs are offered to nocturnal animals, such as porcupine
and honey badgers, at our night hides. These animals are NOT solely
dependent on this food, but see this as an easy meal.
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ACCOMMODATION

The Grand, African Villa
(Total 8 pax)
The Grand African Villa at Okonjima is re-imagined for 2018
The Villa at Okonjima was originally conceived as a fully-staffed private house, which
included a private guide and game drive vehicle. Okonjima has decided to change
the booking status of the exclusive African Villa to a luxury, boutique lodge that can
be booked by a guided group or families and friends.
The Villa is the only Okonjima lodge situated within the 200km² private nature
reserve – there are no barriers between wildlife and guests. It is a boutique property
concept with emphasis on the high standard of service and secluded privacy in
Okonjima Nature Reserve’s most prestigious setting. Combined with an array of our
unique activities, it’ll be a Namibian safari experience to remember.
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As of 2018, the Okonjima African Villa can be booked as:
•
•

A small, luxury, four-suite, boutique lodge (up to 8 pax).
A small, luxury, four-suite, boutique lodge or for guided groups with confirmed,
scheduled departures (up to 8 pax).

•

The entire Villa can be booked exclusively for a group of friends or a family (min
3 rooms (6 pax); max 4 rooms.

•

The courtyard view family unit can only be booked as part of a group travelling
with guests staying in the main suites.

•

If two or four guests want to book the Villa exclusively, they will have to pay the
full rate for the three double luxury suites.

•

Book The Villa as a small, luxury 3 suite lodge: (Bush Camp rate + 15%)
Rack Rate: N$7514.00 per person per night – Fully inclusive.
If 2 or 4 clients want the Villa exclusively

The Okonjima Villa is available on a fully-inclusive rate ONLY, which includes: park
entry and environmental education fees; accommodation; three daily meals; all
activities coffee/tea and fruit available throughout the day; and drinks, excluding
premier and imported alcoholic brands; Namibian Tourism Association levy and VAT.
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The Select, Private Bush Suite
(2 luxury rooms, Total: 4 pax : 1 group only)
•

•

The Private Bush Suite is situated in the open Acacia thornveld within the
secluded wilderness area of the Okonjima valley with a backdrop of the
sandstone Omboroko Mountains. It is approximately 3.5km from the Plains Camp
and 500m from the Bush Camp.
Located on the edge of a natural waterhole, its two separate, luxury, en-suite
bedrooms under a double-volume thatched roof can accommodate a family or
group of four (4 pax: one group only).

Bush Suite consists of:
A luxury cottage in the Africa bush
Bush Suite consists of:
• Two separate, private, en-suite bedrooms under a double-volume thatched
roof.
• A modern, chef-designed kitchen with wine and soft drink coolers, gas and
electrical cooking facilities and a double-door refrigerator with a built-in ice
maker.
• A wood-burning fireplace that brings together the spacious lounge and dining
areas, as well as outdoor dining options.
• A 13-metre private swimming pool.
• Wi-Fi and cellphone reception.
In each of the bedrooms you’ll find:
• Double volume thatched roofs with air-con, fans and heating facilities.
• Two queen-size beds.
• Doorways with roll-down, zip-fastened canvas partitioning with heavy-duty
gauze screens – to give you a true sense of staying in the untamed African
bush.
• Two large glass-panelled windows with 180-degree views of the surrounding
vistas
• An inside and outside shower as well as a bath, toilets and bidets with views
of the Namibian bush.
• Ample work space.
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A fully-inclusive rate ONLY, which includes: park entry and environmental education
fees; accommodation; three daily meals; all activities coffee/tea and fruit available
throughout the day; and drinks, excluding premier and imported alcoholic brands;
levy; and VAT.
Children are welcome but we do not provide a childcare service. Due to the nature of
some our activities, child participation may be restricted.
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The Luxury Bush Camp
(Total: 18 pax)
The Luxury Bush Camp consists of:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Eight thatched, safari-chic chalets with earthy tones and African design
elements.
Each of the private chalets are between 80-100 metres away from one other.
The junior suite.
A Camelthorn pod-shaped lapa that encompasses the reception area, curio
shop, a cosy lounge area with inside and outside fireplaces, a restaurant and
dining area. It looks out onto the waterhole.
A secluded, private swimming pool.
A Wi-Fi hotspot and has cellphone reception as well as undercover, private
parking.
o Each luxury chalet:
o Has large glass panels and canvas windows that can be completely
opened for unrestricted views of the savannah that offers a truly magical
African bush experience. Okonjima is a malaria-free area.
o Has an open-air sala with a semi-detached lounge area complete with a
minibar, tea/coffee station and ample space to relax, and offers panoramic
views of the natural surrounds.
o Is equipped with: two queen-size beds, a working desk with telephone and
comfortable leather chairs.
o Has a Wi-Fi hotspot, cellphone reception as well as undercover, private
parking.
o Has a birdbath that’s a highlight for any bird lover and a bird-feeding
container should guests want to feed the birds.
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•

The junior suite:
o Is a large 120m2 room with two queen-size beds and an en-suite lounge.
The fireplace and bathtub will keep you warm during the winter nights,
while the outdoor shower is ideal for the summer time.
o Combines relaxation and romance with its views overlooking Namibia’s
spectacular landscape that epitomises a luxurious African safari
experience.
o Has a Wi-Fi hotspot, cellphone reception as well as undercover, private
parking.
o Is wheel-chair accessible.

There are three glamping en-suite safari tents, each with a double and a threequarter bed, for guides and pilots accompanying a tour group, about 120 metres
from the main lapa.
The Luxury Bush Camp experience is not suitable for children under the age of 12 &
can be booked on a fully-inclusive or a DBB/half-board rate.
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The Plains Camp

The Plains Camp Barn is an entertainment area and gathering place that includes: a
dining and lounge area, with Wi-Fi facilities and cellphone reception, a bar, a
swimming pool and curio shop, all of which overlook a waterhole and the Okonjima
plains. Undercover parking is available.
View Rooms:
The 10 spacious View Rooms have earned their name for their views across the
Okonjima grass plains.
All rooms are set 20-70 metres apart, some distance from the entertainment area at
the Plains Camp Barn. Unit number one and the spacious family unit (a combination
of rooms three and four) are closest to the barn.
Each View Room consists of:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

A large veranda with two day beds and two loungers
A wheelchair ramp
Two double beds
Cellphone reception, a working desk and comfortable reading chair
A tea/coffee station
A mini fridge for own use
Two roof fans
Twin basins and a large twin shower
A security safe,
A telephone
Private, undercover parking
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Standard Rooms:
The 14 Standard Rooms also look out onto the Okonjima grass plains but are
smaller in size than the View Rooms.
Four of the rooms form two large family units. The family unit (rooms one and two)
are closest to the barn, while the second family unit (rooms 13 and 14) are about
600m away.
The rooms are set 10-15 metres apart, some distance from the entertaining area at
the barn.
Each Standard Room consists of:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

A small veranda with two directors chairs
A wheelchair ramp
Two double beds
Cellphone reception, a table and two directors chairs
A tea/coffee station
A mini fridge for own use
Two roof fans
Twin basins and a large twin shower
A security safe
A telephone
Private, undercover parking
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Garden Rooms:

The six affordable Garden Rooms are closely situated to one another within the
original homestead garden, yet have no wilderness view.
·
They overlook the lapa, which has a tea/coffee station.
·
They are not wheelchair accessible
All lodge facilities, such as activities, meals, bar service and curio shop, are available
from the Plains Camp Barn 700 metres away.
Each affordable Garden Room consists of:
o
o
o
o
o
o

2 double beds
A tea/coffee station
A roof fan
A security safe
Cellphone reception
Undercover parking (60 metres away)

PLEASE NOTE: NIGHT HIDE @ PLAINS CAMP: – We are no longer offering the
night –
hide activity after dinner to Plains Camp guests, due to lodge size | pax and logistics.
Guest
are more than welcome to join or enquire about a ‘Night-Drive’ after dinner at
reception.
ADDITIONAL COST
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The Omboroko Campsite

Nestled amongst the Omboroko mountains.
Each of the four private, self-catering campsite consists of:
• A fixed light and a multipurpose power point
• Private, under cover hot-water showers, (except for Camp Chilala where you
shower beneath the stars)
• Private flush toilets
• A covered washing-up area
• A sundowner viewpoint
• Two inclusive bundles of fire wood per night. More firewood can be arranged
with your guide at an additional cost.
Camp Chilala, Chimelo and Kendi cater for more than one vehicle, while Camp
Koshi is the smallest campsite and only caters for one vehicle.
Please note:
• Guests need to bring their own tents, food and drinks, and additional fuel, as the
various campsites are not catered for by Okonjima Lodge.
• Our Ombokoro Campsite rates are split between a camping site and an activity
rate. All trails and wildlife tracking activities are excluded and need to be pre-booked
on arrival at an additional cost, subject to availability, as preference is given to lodge
guests.
• Campers are welcome to reserve breakfast, lunch or dinner at any of Okonjima’s
lodges or eat lunch at the AfriCat Foundation Carnivore Care and Information Centre
with a booking.
• All subject to availability and booking on arrival, as preference is given to lodge
guests. In terms of lodge facilities, the curio shop is also open to campers.
Children are welcome, however due to the nature of some of our activities child
participation may be restricted depending on age.
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LODGE FACILITIES
Plains Camp, Bush Camp and the Day Centre each have a curio shop with African
souvenirs, artefacts and jewellery.
Guests at The Villa, Bush Suite and the Omboroko Campsite are welcome to visit
either Camp, if they so wish. All four Camps have a swimming pool, outside and
inside fireplace, a restaurant and bar facilities. While the Omboroko Campsite also
has a private swimming pool for campers and PAWS students/scholars only. All four
Camps have undercover parking.
These Camps are set alongside waterholes where wildlife may be viewed.
Children under the age of 12 are not permitted at Bush Camp and at The Villa.
Children older than 3 years are welcome at Plains Camp, The Bush Suite and the
Omboroko Campsite.
Electricity is available 24 hours (220 Volt). Two- and three-prong South African
format adaptors/outlets are available in all tents, rooms, chalets, suites to charge
cameras, laptops etc.
Due to unforeseen power cuts, especially during the rainy season, Okonjima has
installed new generators at all Camps.
All four camps have F.O.C, undercover parking for private vehicles. No allocated
parking spaces are available at the Campsite.
Okonjima is bordered by rivers, which are dry for most of the year, however guests
are advised to check accessibility during the rainy season.
Certain areas on Okonjima have cellphone reception and Wi-Fi. Guests are
respectfully requested to keep their cellphones off at ALL times unless making a call
or relaxing in their private room. No cellphones and music players are permitted
whilst on an activity, unless used as a camera.
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ACTIVITIES
***PLEASE NOTE***
ALL ACTIVITIES are at an ADDITIONAL cost.
-

Visit AfriCat’s Day Centre
Three self-guided, walking trails are on offer for those who want to spend time
alone in the solitude of the Okonjima wilderness.
- Visit AfriCat’s Day Centre. We now offer two daily trips after breakfast, so you
can visit on the day of your departure
Summer: Sept – March @ 11h00 and 13h00
Winter: April – Aug @ 10h30 and 12h30
- Night hide activity is ONLY on offer to Bush Camp guests.
On the day of departure, guests are welcome to book a second tracking trail into the
20 000ha Okonjima Nature Reserve (during a one-night stay) or a fourth tracking trail
into the 20 000ha Nature Reserve (during a two-day stay). Additionally, they can join
the Day Centre Excursion as an additional activity from the Day Centre to AfriCat’s
Information and Carnivore Care Centre.
Viewing of leopards is not guaranteed. Leopards as well as the rehabilitated
cheetahs and hyaenas that are part of our research density study in the 200km²
nature reserve have radio collars for regular monitoring and research purposes.
The welfare project cats are not collared.
NIGHT HIDE @ PLAINS CAMP: We no longer offer the night hide activity after
dinner to Plains Camp guests, due to lodge size and logistics. Guest are more than
welcome to join or enquire about a night game drive after dinner at reception.
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CAMPERS PLEASE NOTE:
OUR CAMPSITE RATES HAVE BEEN SPLIT BETWEEN AN ACCOMMODATION
AND AN ACTIVITY RATE. ALL TRAILS WILL BE EXCLUDED AND BOOKED
SEPARATELY AT AN ADDITIONAL COST.
Campers can ONLY participate in a visit to AfriCat’s Information and Carnivore Care
Centre, unless they stay for two nights or more in which case the Bushman Trail and
self-guided walking trails in the Omboroko Mountains are also on offer.
If there is availability and game vehicles are available tracking carnivores on foot or
by vehicle, and dinner at the Lodge or lunch at the Day Centre will be offered to
campers with prior notice.
ADDITIONAL LODGE ACTIVITY FOR CAMPERS: N$700 per adult and N$350 per
child per trail (book on arrival)
INSTEAD OF A CAMPING ACTIVITY: N$550 per adult and N$275 per child per trail
(with prior notice)
DAY CENTRE LUNCH: N$240 per person (book on arrival)
LODGE DINNER: N$385 per adult and N$230 per child (book on arrival)
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THE PARK AND ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION FEE

We do not split contributions to the Private Nature Reserve and Park and
Environmental Education fees, and are troubled that many lodges have added a
similar fee, often gratuitously. Okonjima and The AfriCat Foundation have a long and
proud track record with regards to conservation and education, and these
programmes have expanded in scope over the years. These programmes continue
to rely on the goodwill of guests and many regular guests have become strong
advocates for our nature conservation and human upliftment efforts.
In this regard, the Okonjima Reserve contributes unique, research data for species
preservation and we are developing a resident researcher programme with eminent
tertiary institutions. Our Environmental Education Fund supports our long-term
conservation through education efforts in three ways:
i) The Perivoli Okonjima Country School is a Kindergarten to grade 4 primary school,
ii) The Environmental Education Centre is a forum for Namibian secondary school
pupils to participate in an intensive environmental awareness programme, and
iii) The Adult Education Programme encompasses work with commercial and
communal farmers, as well as with tertiary students.
All rates are inclusive of an allocation towards the above-mentioned programmes.
We trust that our visitors will continue to enjoy our renowned Okonjima hospitality
knowing that their visit is helping to support the advancement of these longestablished programmes.
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PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT
Water is a rare commodity in Namibia, please use it sparingly.
Okonjima is known for its excellent water quality and The Villa has been fitted with a
water softener. The tap water in your room is safe to drink, however for people with a
delicate disposition, we recommend bottled water from the bar.
Please use litter bins for your litter and cigarette stubs.
Please remember to switch off lights, fans as well as air cons and heating facilities
when leaving the room.
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DIRECTIONS
Okonjima is half way between Windhoek and Etosha National Park (2½ hours’
drive/10km off the B1). It is centrally located and ideally suited as a base from which
to organise various excursions to other locations.
To those coming from the south (B1): Take the gravel turn off to your left, just after
the sign “Otjiwarongo 50km”.
To those coming from the north (B1): Take the gravel turn off to the right, just after
the sign “Okahandja 130km”. This turn off is approximately 48km south of
Otjiwarongo, 10km off the B1, which is the main road running north to south.
There is an excellent tar road from Windhoek (B1). Okonjima is a two-and-a-half
hours’ drive from Windhoek; three hours’ drive from the International Airport – Hosea
Kutako; and three to four hours’ drive to Etosha National Park. There is 10km of
gravel road once you turn off the B1 to the Okonjima Nature Reserve entrance gate,
followed by another 14-16km of gravel road to our camps. Please call ahead to
confirm road conditions during the summer months.
Air Access: Our private airstrip is 1.3km or a 5-minute drive from Main Camp, 15
minutes from Bush Camp, 20 minutes from Bush Suite, and 25-30 minutes from The
Villa.
Co-ordinates: S 20º 51’ 59”, E 16º 38’ 22”
Property Size: 22 000ha/55 000 acres/220 km².
Okonjima Lodge encompasses four farms – Okonjima 6 000ha, Ombujongwe 7
500ha, Joumbira 4 000ha and Marathon 4 500ha.
Parking: All four camps have undercover parking for private vehicles. There are no
allocated parking spaces at the Campsite.
Okonjima is bordered by rivers, which are dry for most of the year, however guests
are advised to check on accessibility during the rainy season.
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MEALS
ON DAY OF ARRIVAL
If you plan to arrive at lunch time, we offer lunch as part of your full board for that
day. However, please cancel lunch if you are not able to arrive in time.
THERE AFTER
The early morning snack before trails depart consists of tea, coffee and muffins.
Brunch is served between 09h00 and 10h30, and consists of muesli and other
breakfast cereals, fruit, yoghurt, salami, cheeses and bread. This is followed by
eggs, sausage or bacon.
Brunch is served after the morning trail and replaces a conventional lunch.
We do this to make full use of the cool morning hours.
Fresh fruit, as well as hot and cold refreshments, are available throughout the day.
Coffee, tea and cake are served between 15h00 and 16h00.
A three-course evening meal is served between 19h00 and 20h00.
These meals constitute full board at Okonjima
• If you plan to arrive at lunchtime, we offer lunch as part of your full board (FB)
that day.
• Lunch packs are not included in the FB rate.
• No lunch is served on the day of departure.
• Lunch can be booked as an extra and is not included in the FB rate.
• We are able to accommodate any special dietary requirements, with prior
notice prior to arrival.
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PLEASE NOTE
DINNER at PLAINS CAMP and BUSH CAMP has to be served at a set time, due to
the fact that the after-dinner night activity would return too late if dinner was
prolonged or served to each client at a different time.
OKONJIMA LODGE GUESTS
Full-Board Guests: PLAINS CAMP & UPGRADES
INCLUDED: lunch on arrival, dinner, bed, brunch and teatime snacks (EXCLUDING
drinks)
Fully-Inclusive Guests: BUSH CAMP, VILLA & BUSH SUITE
INCLUDED: all meals, bed, brunch and house drinks
Half-Board Guests: PLAINS CAMP
INCLUDED: dinner, bed and brunch
ADDITIONAL COSTS: all activities and drinks
Half- Board Guests: BUSH CAMP & VILLA
INCLUDED: dinner, bed, brunch, house drinks and night hide (ONLY if FB guests
are booked on night hide activity)
CAMPERS AT OMBOROKO
You are welcome to pre-book dinner at the Lodge or lunch at our Day Centre, at an
additional cost with prior notice.
DAY CENTRE LUNCH: N$240 per person (prior notice)
LODGE DINNER: N$385 per adult, N$230 per child (prior notice)
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ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE
In order to be in time for the afternoon activities, a general guide for arrival times is
before 15h00 (winter) and 16h00 (summer). Check-in commences from 12h00
onwards. Guests are respectfully requested not to arrive before 12h00. Check-out:
Guests are respectfully requested to please vacate the room on the day of departure
by 10h00 at the very latest.
Credit card payments can take a while to process, due to bush telephone lines and
slow connections. To ensure a swift departure, payments can be done the evening
before departure or during brunch on the day of departure.
OKONJIMA is bordered by rivers, which are dry for most of the year, however guests
are advised to check on accessibility during the rainy season.
When you arrive on Okonjima, you will enter the new OKONJIMA PRIVATE
NATURE RESERVE, which is 10km from the B1.
REHABILITATED CARNIVORES ROAM FREELY IN THE PARK! PLEASE DO NOT
GET OUT OF YOUR VEHICLE UNTIL YOU ARE IN THE 2 000ha LODGE AREA!
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PAYMENTS

PLEASE TAKE NOTE OF THE FOLLOWING! THIS INFORMATION IS IMPORTANT
TO READ:
In order to be in time for the afternoon activities, a general guide for arrival times is
before 15h00 (winter) and 16h00 (summer).
Check-in commences from 12h00 onwards. Guests are respectfully requested not to
arrive before 12h00. Check-out: Guests are respectfully requested to please vacate
the room on the day of departure by 10h00 at the very latest.

PAYMENT CONDITIONS:
Credit card payments can take a while to process, due to ‘bush’ telephone lines and
slow connections. To ensure a swift departure, payments can be done the evening
before departure. Please be patient. Banks often require strict security checks.
On credit card payments guests may be required to present the following
information:
Name of your local bank, your street address AND passport number. Okonjima
prefers Visa and Mastercard to American Express or Diners. Guests are also
welcome to add gratuity to their final credit card payment, stating how much they
wish to spend on gratuity.
Okonjima also accepts cash payments in the following currencies: US dollars, Euros,
British pounds, South African rands.
RATES:
See our website for rates here: Okonjima Rates
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PAYMENT CONDITIONS:
Full pre-payment has to be received within seven days of placing the booking.
New travel agents or tour operators require pre-payment.
CAMPERS: our campsite rates are split between an accommodation and an activity
rate. All trails are excluded and booked separately at an additional cost.
Terms and conditions:
Any reservations cancelled within 30 days of arrival will be subject to the following
cancellation conditions:
Less than 4 weeks’ notice: 25% of daily rate
Less than 3 weeks’ notice: 50% of daily rate
Less than 2 weeks’ notice: 75% of daily rate
Less than 1 week notice: 80% of daily rate
No show: 100% of payment due
EFT/BANK TRANSFER PAYMENTS:
We have an exciting payment option for EFT/Bank Transfer payments.
When you pay via EFT you are a winner, because . . .
•
•
•
•

Your payment will incur ZERO SWIFT or Transfer fees
There is zero commissions
Excellent Exchange Rates that beat the bank
Pay in your own local currency into a local bank account in your own country

Click here for more information and instructions on how to use our payment
gateway.

EXCHANGE RATES
To find out the value of your currency relative to the Namibian Dollar, please visit the
following sites:
FNB Foreign Exchange Rates
Higher Forex Exchange
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SEASONS
Either Plains Camp OR Bush Camp, The Villa OR Bush Suite are closed during
certain periods in December, January and February each year for maintenance and
upgrading. Please contact OKONJIMA to confirm closing dates.
The most pleasurable months to visit Namibia are April, May and June, but you will
always feel welcome no matter when you visit Namibia!
WINTER:
June to August: Early morning, evening and night-time temperatures can drop to
below freezing; temperatures of -4ºC to -6ºC have often been recorded. (The lowest
temperature ever recorded on OKONJIMA was -18ºC). Please bring warm clothing
such as: jackets, (preferably down as well as a wind-breaker), a beanie or warm hat,
gloves, warm trousers, thick socks, and comfortable, closed walking shoes or hiking
boots. August can also be windy.
NO indoor heating is provided at any of the Camps.
For your comfort, The Villa, Bush Suite, Bush Camp and Plains Camp have several,
wood-burning fireplaces to warm up the lapa area at meal times.
Hot water bottles are placed in beds as part of the turndown service at The Villa,
Bush Suite and Bush Camp for a cosy night’s sleep. Each room has a kettle that can
be used to refill water bottles throughout the night.
The Villa and Bush Suite’s rooms are fitted with heating facilities.
All open, game-viewing vehicles have wind-proof blankets.
If the wind does not blow the days are beautiful, warm and sunny, however the
mornings and evenings can get very cold!
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SUMMER:
Peak Season stretches from July to November. The hottest months are from
November until February. September to May: The day-time temperatures can be
high during October, November, December and January. Rain is expected from
January to April, but can start in December during a good year. September can
suddenly get cold and temperatures vary from 20ºC up to 40ºC.
Okonjima’s average rainfall is approximately 250-450mm. During the 2006 wet
season Okonjima had a 1 000mm of rain. Please note that Namibia can get very wet
during some rainy seasons and the dry rivers beds can turn into powerful rivers!
Okonjima is surrounded by rivers, which are dry for most of the year, however you
are advised to check on accessibility during the rainy season.
A large part of Namibia is arid and the air is very dry. Please drink plenty of water
every day. We recommend at least two litres a day.
A hat, sunscreen (SPF 30+), loose, light, cotton khaki clothing, sunglasses and rehydrate are also recommended. Bright colours are not recommended when on
Safari. Vitamin D is important, therefore spending some time in the sun (from sunrise
to 10h00 or from 16h00 to sunset), before applying your sunscreen is recommended.
Try to avoid being in direct sunlight without sunscreen between 11h00-15h00.
It is advisable to participate in the activities on offer during the early morning hours or
late afternoon. A siesta is recommended during the hottest part of the day
between 12h00-15h00.
Okonjima is malaria free, but is any area malaria free 100% of the time?
Please consult your physician or health department for the latest health and
antimalarial precautions. Some countries require advance inoculations (and
certificates thereof), so please ensure that you take the necessary precautions.
Learn more about malaria in Namibia:
•
•
•
•
•

Malaria precautions
Namibia malaria map
Health information for travellers to Namibia
Centres for disease control and prevention – malariaTraveling? make sure you
protect yourself from Malaria (pdf)
Drugs used in the prophylaxis of malaria
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SAFETY
All guests are asked to sign a disclaimer of liability on check-in. If guests have any
questions or queries regarding this indemnity, they should please discuss it with the
lodge manager, Tristan Boehme, or the owners – the Hanssen family.
A basic first-aid kit is provided on every game vehicle, as well as at all base Camps.
The closest private hospital to Okonjima is MediCity, which is located in Otjiwarongo,
a 50-minute drive away or 15 minutes by air, for those guests who have a chartered
aircraft at Okonjima’s private airstrip. Emergencies, paramedics and air evacuation
are covered by Okonjima’s Public Liability insurance.
Okonjima has a security check-point at the B1 turn off, as well as three other
locations within the Okonjima Nature Reserve. Thus, all incoming or outgoing traffic
is accounted for. The security guards have radio and cellphone contact with the
lodge 24/7.
None of the Camps on Okonjima are fenced off from the surrounding bushveld and
guests should be aware at all times that they are in a reserve where predators and
other wild animals roam freely. Guests are warned not to approach any animals,
unless accompanied by an Okonjima guide.
Guests are advised not to roam freely around at night, unless accompanied by a
member of the Okonjima family. It is however, safe to walk to and from the room or
chalet with a flash light/ torch. On request, someone may escort guests back to their
room or chalet after dark.
We have first-class fire-fighting apparatus. All rooms, chalets, suites are fitted with
manual fire hydrants.
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CHILD POLICY
“YOUR CHILDREN ARE PERFECT LITTLE ANGELS“

THAT’S WHY WE WANT TO MAKE ABSOLUTELY CERTAIN THAT THE OKONJIMA
EXPERIENCE IS AN UNFORGETTABLE ONE FOR THEM.
Children under the age of 12 years are not permitted at Bush Camp and The Villa.
Children are welcome at Plains Camp, Bush Suite and the Campsite, BUT no ‘childcare service’ is available.
Due to the nature of our activities, child participation is restricted, depending on age!
Information on RATES of different camps.
We will do everything we can to make you and your family feel at home. All we ask is
that you bear in mind that others will be using OKONJIMA Villa, Bush Suite, Bush
Camp or Plains Camp as a home after you.
We want all our guests to enjoy what this special African Home and Foundation and
its pristine environment have to offer. Please treat it gently.
The Lodges were designed primarily to cater for our adult guests. That’s why we could
afford to decorate them with irreplaceable items. It’s a fact of life that children don’t
always recognise the value of such things. And so we ask you to make sure your
children treat the place with care and respect.
OKONJIMA WOULD LIKE TO HAVE HAPPY MEMORIES OF YOUR STAY WITH US.
That’s why we would appreciate it if you could take the time to read through these
simple guidelines and agree to abide by them.
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Kids will be kids – but we have found that best behaviour makes for better holidays!
Please look after the furniture. That means no jumping on couches, beds and no taking
furniture outside.
Our books are for your reading pleasure. All we ask is that you bring them indoors
when you’re done for the day. Bear in mind that they are expensive to replace and
need to be handled with care (and clean hands!).
Putting lit candles in kids’ rooms is a disaster waiting to happen. Please be fire
conscious.
Some of our décor and African artifacts are fragile. Looking is safer than touching. We
will have to charge for any breakages.
Okonjima staff are child-friendly, but there may be times that we have to ask your
children to tone things down a bit. All we ask is your permission to do this should the
need arise.
On activities children should respect the guide’s instructions, the animals and their
environment.
No Cell-phones, iPods, iPads, Tablets etc are permitted, whilst on an activity!
Thank you for your understanding
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WHAT TO BRING WITH YOU
You should ALWAYS bring a flash light/torch with you when visiting Africa, though a
headlamp is more convenient.
- Hat and sunglasses
- Sunscreen (SPF 30+)
- Re-hydrate and remember to drink lots of water. At least two litres a day
during the winter months (mid-May to mid-September).
Recommendation:
- Warm clothing during the winter months as Namibia can get very cold.
-

A basic first aid kit, including: medication against diarrhoea, nausea,
headaches, heat stroke, stomach cramps, broad-spectrum antibiotics,
mosquito repellent, Nasal Vaseline thus preventing nosebleeds as well as
sufficient prescription medication for any pre-existing medical conditions.

-

Binoculars, a camera, video recorder, a cellphone with relevant language
apps (if required), otherwise a map of Namibia with the directions to each
destination are always a good idea.

-

Hire a satellite phone when driving through Namibia, as many areas do not
have cellphone reception.

-

Never travel anywhere in Namibia without at least, 20 litres of water and 2
spare tyres in your vehicle for emergencies.

It is always advisable to have all your local emergency telephone numbers and your
accommodation’s contact details, saved in your private cellphone.
You will require comfortable, casual and semi-casual clothes. Please note that bright
colours are not suitable for game viewing safaris in Africa, and that game drives are
conducted in the early morning and late afternoon, which can be cold, during the
winter months.
Visas are required for travellers from most countries. It is therefore advisable to
contact your local embassy to find out the exact requirements well ahead of your
travel dates. It is advisable to travel with all relevant documentation, as well as
printed photocopies and photocopies saved in the cloud or on email.

